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Sorption to Biochar Impacts β-Glucosidase and Phosphatase Enzyme Activities
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Abstract: Extracellular enzymes catalyze biogeochemical reactions in soil, cycling carbon and nutrients in agricultural systems. Enzymes respond quickly to soil management, including organic amendment inputs, such as biochar, a charcoal-like solid byproduct of bioenergy production. In a previous agricultural field trial, a pine biochar amendment caused an approximately 40% decrease in the enzyme activities of β-glucosidase (BG) and phosphatase (PHOS). The large surface area of the pine biochar has the potential to sorb nutrients and other organic molecules. To test if sorption caused decreased enzyme activity, we used a laboratory assay to quantify the activity of two sorbed enzymes: BG and acid PHOS, involved in the cycling of carbon and phosphorous. The enzymes were incubated with three solid phases: (1) the high surface area pine biochar, (2) the agricultural soil, and (3) a low surface area grass biochar, for an additional comparison. We quantified the sorbed enzymes at pH 6, 7, and 8, using a Bradford protein assay, and measured the immobilized enzyme activities via high-throughput fluorometric analysis. After sorption onto pine biochar, detectable BG and PHOS activity levels dropped by over 95% relative to the soil, supporting direct sorption as one mechanism that reduces enzyme activity in biochar amended soil. This laboratory assay demonstrated that sorption could account for the lack of priming of native soil organic matter and changes in soil phosphorous cycling after pine biochar addition.
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1. Introduction

Agricultural amendment of soils with biochar, the solid co-product of bioenergy production, can have variable impacts on soil productivity and health [1–4]. Differences in pyrolysis times and temperatures create a wide variability in biochar surface area and charge, pore size distribution, pH, and chemical composition [3,5,6]. Due to these physiochemical differences, the impact of biochar on soil structure and biogeochemistry also varies widely. To assess the effect of biochar on soil function in agriculture, researchers can analyze the activity of microbial extracellular enzymes [7–9]. The extracellular proteins excreted by microbes break down macromolecules for uptake, catalyzing the rate-limiting steps of biochemical reactions [10–12]. The enzyme conformation, i.e., the specific structure, maintains the active site, shaped precisely to break down a specific substrate. Each enzyme acts most efficiently within a narrow optimal range of pH, temperature, and moisture levels. When the soil environment changes, the enzyme catalytic efficiency changes [13,14]. Due to this sensitivity, enzymes provide rapid indication of changes to soil quality, microbial activity, and nutrient cycling [11,15].
Biochar surfaces have a high potential to sorb organic molecules, including enzymes and substrate, thus altering enzyme activities \[16,17\]. Due to the varied nature of enzyme–solid phase interactions, impacts of biochar on enzyme activities remain nebulous. For example, in a single agricultural field trial, a 2.5% (w/w) addition of pine wood biochar increased activities of \(\alpha\)-1,4-glucosidase, \(\beta\)-D-celllobiohydrolase, and \(\beta\)-1,4-N-acetylglucosaminidase, and significantly decreased \(\beta\)-1,4-glucosidase and phosphatase activities \[18\]. Of particular concern are the observed decreases in enzyme activities, which may reduce soil carbon and nutrient cycling. Specifically, the agricultural field trial found a 41% decrease in a glucose cycling hydrolytic enzyme, \(\beta\)-glucosidase (BG), and a 43% decrease in an organic phosphorus cycling enzyme, phosphatase (PHOS). Decreased enzyme activity in soil may relate to changes in soil structure and nutrient diffusion rates, to sorption of substrate, or to the direct sorption of the enzymes. These interactions require in-depth laboratory analysis before further interpretation of field results, especially if the enzymes sorb to biochar directly, resulting in loss of activity and cycling of critical crop nutrients. Management requires an understanding of the impact of biochar on extracellular enzymes before designing amendments that maximize, rather than impede, nutrient release.

Numerous studies on enzyme–soil mineral interactions reveal that sorption frequently occurs and can alter activity rates \[19,20\]. The sorption of enzymes, either adsorption to the solid phase surface or absorption into pore spaces, involves potential electrostatic, pH-controlled, hydrophobic, and physical interactions \[21,22\]. Depending on the mechanism, sorption to solid phases can either maintain the protein structure and functional active site \[17,23\], or alter the shape of the active site, reducing activity levels \[21,24,25\]. Certain biochars can stabilize \[17\] and increase activity for select enzymes \[18,26\]. However, more frequently, biochar exposure reduces enzyme activity, due to sorption of substrate \[16,27,28\], or direct interaction of the enzyme with biochar hydrophobicity and surface area \[28–30\]. Despite this growing research field, to our knowledge, no experiment directly quantifies the sorption and activity of biochar-immobilized enzymes in response to biochar surface properties.

This laboratory experiment tested the mechanisms behind previously reported field results: Does pine biochar directly sorb enzymes and, thus, account for the ~40% reduction in BG and PHOS activities? The assay explicitly measured enzyme sorption and subsequent activity after immobilization onto solid phases at three pH levels. This experiment tested the enzymes interacting with three solid phases: (1) the original sandy clay loam soil, (2) the pine biochar amended in the initial field experiment, and (2) a grass biochar, for further insight on different biochar physical properties. We quantified sorption via Bradford protein assay, followed by a fluorescence-based analysis of immobilized enzyme activities. The sorption of substrate was also tested with a similar activity assay. Based on previous in situ results from Foster et al. \[18\], we predicted that extracellular BG and PHOS would sorb onto pine biochar at similar rates, resulting in reduced activities relative to the soil and grass biochar. We predicted a higher percentage of PHOS sorption due to its smaller size, leading to lower PHOS activity than BG. Finally, we predicted higher sorption and lower activity would occur at the lowest assay pH, as the solid phases and enzymes approach their isoelectric points of zero charge.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Concentrated Enzymes

Two commercially available enzymes were selected to match the previous field study: \(\beta\)-glucosidase (BG) (from \textit{Aspergillus niger}, Sigma-Aldrich 49291, St. Louis, MO, USA) and acid phosphatase (PHOS) (from sweet potato, \textit{Ipomoea batatas}, Sigma-Aldrich P1435, St. Louis, MO, USA) (Table 1). The acid PHOS was selected rather than alkaline PHOS, to provide a comparison between enzymes with similar optimal pHs and maintain assay consistency. The enzymes were dissolved into 50 mM Tris at a concentration of 2 mg mL\(^{-1}\) for BG and 4 mg mL\(^{-1}\) for PHOS. These different concentrations were specifically chosen to meet detection limits of the Bradford protein assay (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and to help equalize the units of activity (U) present...
in each well per mg of enzyme (Table 1). The enzyme solutions were buffered to a pH of 6, 7, and 8. The highest pH was closest to the initial pH of the alkaline field soil, and the lower pH levels were closer to the optimum conditions for the two enzymes.

Table 1. Characteristics of the two commercial enzymes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enzyme</th>
<th>Abbrev.</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Expected Activity (U/mg)</th>
<th>Optimal pH</th>
<th>Isoelectric Point pH</th>
<th>Atomic Weight (kDa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>β-Glucosidase</td>
<td>BG</td>
<td>Aspergillus niger</td>
<td>≥0.75</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acid Phosphatase</td>
<td>PHOS</td>
<td>Sweet potato</td>
<td>0.5–3.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>110–112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Watanabe et al. (1992) examined an isoform of BG from *Aspergillus niger* [31]. b Durmus et al. (1999) examined an isoform of acid PHOS from sweet potato [32]. The commercial enzymes used in this experiment may have contained multiple isoforms of the enzyme. c Each unit (U) of enzyme degrades 1.0 µmol of p-nitrophenyl substrate (either phosphate or β-D glucopyranoside), per minute, at the optimal pH and 37 °C.

2.2. Solid Phases

Enzyme activity was quantified after sorption onto three air-dried and ground solid phases (Table 2). The pine biochar from the previous field experiment had a high surface area [18], so for contrast, we tested both the original sandy clay loam and a low surface area grass biochar. The soil was a mesic Aridic Haplustalfs [33], and reported in a previous field experiment as 51% sand, 20% silt, and 29% clay, with an organic carbon stock of 11.28 Mg ha⁻¹ and a bulk density of 1.3 g cm⁻³ [34]. The grass biochar was produced at a lower pyrolysis temperature and had higher hydrophobicity than the pine biochar (Table 2). Hydrophobicity was measured on triplicate samples using water drop penetration time [35], and each sample given a relative rating based on infiltration time of either low (<15 s), medium (15–30 s), or high (>30 s). The solid phases were characterized by pH (1:1 in deionized water) and then by measuring their isoelectric points, the pH at which the surface charge, or zeta potential, equals zero. Briefly, the protocol of Asadi et al. [36] was followed, modified by first grinding the solid phases. The solid phase was suspended in a 0.01 M KNO₃ solution with pH levels from 1 to 6 with dilute KOH or HNO₃, bringing samples to a final concentration of 1.5 mg solid phase mL⁻¹. Samples were analyzed on a NanoBrook Omni Zeta Potential Analyzer (Brookhaven Instruments Corp, Holtsville, NY, USA) to calculate a final average from ten runs. The soil possessed a negative zeta potential at pH 1, the lowest limit of the assay.

Table 2. Physical properties of three solid phases, with the pH and hydrophobicity measured in triplicate, and BET surface area and isoelectric point measured on a single sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solid Phase</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>pH[H₂O]</th>
<th>BET Surface Area (m² g⁻¹)</th>
<th>BET Average Pore Width (nm)</th>
<th>Isoelectric Point (pH)</th>
<th>Hydrophobicity (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soil</td>
<td>Irrigated sandy clay loam</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>6.16</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>Low (7.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinewood Biochar</td>
<td>Max pyrolysis temperature: 400–700 °C a</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>232.7</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>1–2</td>
<td>Medium (22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grass Biochar</td>
<td>Max pyrolysis temperature: 300 °C</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>19.12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>High (&gt;300)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a This range is reported due to variability in the commercial bioenergy and biochar co-production.

2.3. Enzyme Sorption Assay

To prepare the sorption assay, the three solid phases were air-dried and ground on a roller table into a powder. Five replicate 5 mg samples were weighed into microcentrifuge tubes, into which 100 µL of BG or PHOS enzyme solution was added. After vortexing, the mixed solution was incubated for one hour at ambient temperature (~25 °C). Incubation times longer than one hour resulted in measurements higher than the protein amount initially added, likely due to interference from other organic molecules coming from the solid phases. This background interference was measured for each solid phase and later subtracted from the final value. After centrifugation at 282× g for 3 min, 5 µL of
supernatant was pipetted into a microplate with 250 µL of Coomassie reagent to conduct a colorimetric Bradford Protein Assay (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). After ten minutes of reaction time, the plates were read at 595 nm with an Infinite M200 Microplate Reader (Tecan Trading AG, Männedorf, Switzerland). Each enzyme plate had a standard curve of six points prepared from the enzyme stock solution and the Coomassie reagent. The supernatant protein concentration measured by the Bradford assay was subtracted from the total protein added to calculate the quantity of enzyme immobilized according to the following:

Equation (1):

\[
\text{Enzyme sorbed (\%) } = \frac{\text{Total protein added (mg)} - \left[ \text{Supernatent protein (mg)} - \text{Background protein in the solid phase (mg)} \right]}{\text{Total protein added (mg)}} \times 100\% 
\]  

2.4. Enzyme Activity Assay

After completing the sorption experiment, we conducted a high-throughput fluorometric activity assay on the immobilized enzymes. Fluorometric assays are more accurate than colorimetric methods for enzyme activity to account for quenching with biochar [16]. Negative controls of the solid phases alone were run without added enzyme to determine the background activity. We also ran three positive controls, with enzyme only, to quantify the maximum activity of the free enzymes at pH 6, 7, and 8. This allowed analysis of activity at an alkaline pH as in the previous agricultural field experiment [18], as well as pH levels closer to the enzyme optimum (Table 1). Standard curves specific to each solid phase, enzyme, and pH were created to account for differences in fluorescence due to the assay conditions, including adsorption of reaction product to the solid phase. The grass biochar was only analyzed at pH 7 due to space constraints on the plate, thus, we could ensure the assay was completed on all samples with the exact experimental conditions.

To measure the immobilized enzyme activity, we first used 405 µL of buffer to dilute the remaining 95 µL enzyme and solid phase. This suspension was vortexed and pipetted into a deep-well plate. We added an additional 500 µL to the microcentrifuge tube to ensure all of the solid phase was transferred, confirmed visually. This rinse solution was also pipetted into the deep-well plate to capture any remaining solid phase, bringing each well to a 1000 µL final volume. The deep-well plate was then centrifuged for three minutes at 2900 × g, and the supernatant was aspirated, leaving the solid phase and immobilized enzyme. Additional tests of number and volume of rinses demonstrated that the initial dilution effectively removed unbound enzyme, and further rinses started to remove the solid phase. Before the activity assay, another 800 µL of buffer was added to suspend the solid phase.

The assay measured maximum potential activity via release of fluorescent moieties from enzyme-specific substrate. Following the procedure of Bell et al. [8], 200 µL of a 200 µM fluorescent substrate was added to each well (4-methylumbelliferyl β-D-glucopyranoside for BG (Sigma Aldrich, M3633) and 4-methylumbelliferyl phosphate for PHOS (Sigma Aldrich, M8883, St. Louis, MO, USA). For each combination of pH, enzyme, and solid phase on the sample plate, there was a unique corresponding standard curve. The standard plates contained the sample suspension and the fluorogenic moiety 4-methylumbelliferone only, without the attached substrate. The standard curves were made at concentrations ranging from 0 to 200 mM and corrected for quenching due to the solid phase.

Both the sample and standard plates were allowed to react at ambient temperature (~25 °C) for 24 h. The longer assay time more closely simulated field conditions, accounting for any desorption or stabilization of the enzyme as might occur naturally. Controls showed that no uncatalyzed hydrolysis of the reactant or degradation of the product occurred over this time period. Fluorescence was read at 365 nm excitation and 450 nm emission on an Infinite M200 Microplate Reader (Tecan Trading AG, Männedorf, Switzerland). The gain was optimized and adjusted for each solid phase and standard curve, as the pine biochar quenched the standard curves more than the soil samples.

To analyze the activity data, we calculated catalytic efficiency using the following:
Equation (2):

\[
\text{Enzyme activity (nmols mg enzyme}^{-1} 24 \text{ h}^{-1}) = \frac{\text{Substrate degraded (µmols)}}{\text{Added enzyme (mg) \times \% Sorbed Enzyme \times hours}} \times 1000
\] (2)

This equation incorporates the amount of immobilized enzyme present in the well by multiplying the amount of enzyme added and the percent of sorbed enzyme. The rate was calculated per the entire assay period to more accurately reflect the experimental conditions.

2.5. Assay of Substrate Stability and Sorption

We ran an additional assay to test if the substrate sorption to the solid phases impacted activity levels. We allowed the substrate to interact with each solid phase for 24 h and then conducted a modified activity assay. Separately, we vortexed 5 mg of the three solid phases with 300 µL of the 200 µM BG and PHOS substrate and 4-methylumbelliferone fluorescent standard in 50 mM Tris buffer at pH 6, 7, and 8, in the same conditions as the previous assays. There also were controls with substrate only and no solid phase. The slurries incubated for 24 h, as in the previous assays, to test the stability of the compounds through the incubation period. The slurries were then centrifuged for three minutes at 2900 \( \times g \) and 100 µL of each supernatant was moved to a deep plate well with an additional 400 µL of buffer and 50 µL of enzyme (2 mg mL\(^{-1}\) BG and 4 mg mL\(^{-1}\) PHOS). This volume of enzyme matched the ratio of substrate to enzyme in previous activity assays. The standard curves and fluorescence readings were carried out exactly as the initial assays (Section 2.3) with a standard curve for each solid phase, pH, and enzyme combination. The solid phase specific standard curves accounted for the adsorption of reaction products in the assay.

2.6. Statistics

For the enzyme sorption data, a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) examined the effect of enzyme type with the three solid phases (soil, pine, and grass biochars). Then, a subsequent three-way ANOVA tested the interactive effects of enzyme type, pH, and only two solid phases (soil and pine biochar). Tukey post-hoc adjustments were used to make pairwise comparisons for significant interactions at the \( \alpha = 0.05 \) level. To achieve normality, the enzyme sorption data were transformed by log \((x + 1)\).

A nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis test analyzed the difference in sorbed enzyme activities between the two enzymes, solid phases, and pH levels. Again, the grass biochar was compared at pH 7, so the effect of pH was only tested with the soil and pine biochar samples. The final activity values are presented without subtraction of the background activity, because this added unnecessary variability after error propagation, and did not change interpretation of results.

All statistical analyses were conducted using R software version 3.3.3 (R Core Team, 2017). The sorption data analyses used the lm, aov, and TukeyHSD functions. The nonparametric activity analysis implemented the kruskal.test function with a Dunn test for multiple comparisons from the FSA package [37], with false discovery rate adjusted \( p \)-values.

3. Results

3.1. Enzyme Sorption

Across all three solid phases, the Bradford protein assay revealed average enzyme sorption of 33.9%, and statistically similar values for BG and PHOS \((p = 0.07\), Table S1, Figure 1\). The pine biochar sorbed significantly more enzyme (47.5%) than the grass biochar at pH 7 (15.3%) \((p < 0.01\), Table S1, Figure 1A\). However, the pine biochar sorbed nearly the same amount of enzyme as the soil (38.6%) \((p = 0.20\), Figure 1\). The pH level significantly impacted sorption \((p < 0.05\), Table S2, Figure 1B\). Sorption was approximately 19% lower at pH 6 than pH 7 and 8 \((p < 0.01\). The highest sorption
occurred with BG to soil at pH 8 and the lowest sorption occurred with BG to soil at pH 6 \((p = 0.10, \text{ Figure 1B})\).

\[\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Enzyme} & \text{Soil} & \text{BCPine} \\
\hline
\text{BG} & \text{PHOS} & \text{PHOS} \\
\hline
\text{PHOS} & \text{BG} & \text{PHOS} \\
\hline
\end{array}\]

\[\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Enzyme} & \text{BCGrass} & \text{BCPine} \\
\hline
\text{BG} & \text{PHOS} & \text{PHOS} \\
\hline
\text{PHOS} & \text{BG} & \text{PHOS} \\
\hline
\end{array}\]

\[\text{Figure 1. (A) The enzymes (β-Glucosidase (BG) or Acid Phosphatase (PHOS)) sorbed to the three solid phases (Soil, Pine Biochar (BC Pine), and Grass Biochar (BC Grass) at pH 7). Percent sorption was calculated as the difference between the total enzyme added and the amount in the supernatant divided by the total enzyme added (Equation 1). (B) The percent of enzyme sorbed to soil and pine biochar at three pH levels. All results are means ± 1 standard error \((n = 5)\). Significant differences \((p < 0.05)\) are labeled as lowercase letters based on Tukey adjusted comparisons.}\]

3.2. Enzyme Activity

In the activity assay, we detected a small amount of background activity \(<2 \text{ nmols}\) from the biochars, and a larger amount in the soil \((\text{PHOS} = 6.7 \text{ nmols and BG} = 2.8 \text{ nmols})\) at pH 8. However, subtraction of this background did not alter the interpretation of results; thus, initial values are presented in Figure 2. After standard curve calculations were applied, all negative activity rates were set to zero. The exact quantity of substrate degraded \((\text{nmols})\) by the two enzymes adsorbed to solid phases, and free enzymes are presented in Table S3.

\[\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Enzyme} & \text{Soil} & \text{BCPine} \\
\hline
\text{BG} & \text{PHOS} & \text{PHOS} \\
\hline
\text{PHOS} & \text{BG} & \text{PHOS} \\
\hline
\end{array}\]

\[\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Enzyme} & \text{BCGrass} & \text{BCPine} \\
\hline
\text{BG} & \text{PHOS} & \text{PHOS} \\
\hline
\text{PHOS} & \text{BG} & \text{PHOS} \\
\hline
\end{array}\]

\[\text{Figure 2. (A) The calculated activity rates for two enzymes, β-Glucosidase (BG) and Acid Phosphatase (PHOS) sorbed to the three solid phases (Soil, Pine Biochar (BC Pine), and Grass Biochar (BC Grass)). (B) The activity of the two enzymes at three pH levels after sorption to soil and Pine Biochar. Results are means ± 1 SE \((n = 5)\). Significant differences \((p < 0.05)\) are labeled as lowercase letters based on Dunn test for multiple comparison.}\]
The amount of substrate degraded depended primarily upon the solid phases ($p < 0.0001$) and their interaction with enzyme and pH level ($p < 0.001$, Figure 2). Overall, pine biochar immobilization decreased enzyme activity to less than $1 \text{ nmol mg enzyme}^{-1} \text{24 h}^{-1}$ at pH 7. The enzymes maintained activity levels of $48 \text{ nmols mg enzyme}^{-1}$ when sorbed to soil, and $44 \text{ nmols mg enzyme}^{-1} \text{24 h}^{-1}$ when sorbed to grass biochar at pH 7 ($p < 0.001$, Figure 2A). The amount of substrate degraded by PHOS averaged over all pH levels was higher than that of BG during the 24 h assay ($+ 5 \text{ nmols mg enzyme}^{-1} \text{24 h}^{-1}$, $p < 0.001$, Figure 2B). When adsorbed to grass biochar there was a decrease in BG activity to $15.0 \text{ nmols mg enzyme}^{-1} \text{24 h}^{-1}$, relative to soil ($43.1 \text{ nmols mg enzyme}^{-1} \text{24 h}^{-1}$). By contrast, the grass biochar-sorbed PHOS activity was $73.4 \text{ nmols mg enzyme}^{-1} \text{24 h}^{-1}$, 41% higher than the soil PHOS activity ($51.9 \text{ nmols mg enzyme}^{-1} \text{24 h}^{-1}$) (Figure 2A).

To further examine these patterns and to contrast the two enzymes, we plotted the initial data of percent sorption versus the percent of substrate degraded (Figure 3A,B). The percent of substrate degraded was calculated by taking the nmols mg enzyme$^{-1}$24 h$^{-1}$ and dividing by the 40 nmols of substrate added to each well. An activity of 100% indicates all the substrate was degraded in the well. The diagonal 1:1 line represents when the sorbed enzymes degraded the expected quantity of substrate, related to the quantity of enzymes remaining in the well (% sorption). These figures show the higher efficiency of PHOS, with more points along or above the dotted 1:1 line. There was low activity of BG at pH 8 on soil and pine biochar (black diamonds and squares (Figure 3A), and low activity of both enzymes immobilized on the pine biochar (squares, Figure 3A,B).

**Figure 3.** Percent sorption and activity plotted for two enzymes (A) β-Glucosidase (BG) and (B) Acid Phosphatase (PHOS), at three pH levels pH (6 = light gray, 7 = dark gray, 8 = black) with three solid phases Soil (diamonds), Pine Biochar (BC Pine, squares), and Grass Biochar (BCGrass, triangles). The percent activity was calculated as nmols mg enzyme$^{-1}$24 h$^{-1}$ divided by the 40 nmols of substrate added. The diagonal 1:1 line represents when the sorbed enzymes degraded the expected amount of substrate. The solid gray lines represent zero sorption or activity level.

### 3.3. Assay of Substrate Stability and Sorption

The substrate sorption assay with specific standard curves and plate runs showed only slight differences due to the solid phases in interaction with pH ($p = 0.0965$) (data not shown). Pairwise comparisons revealed no significant differences between the controls without solid phase versus the soil, pine, or grass biochar. The enzyme activity rates with the solid phase-exposed substrate did vary in response to pH and enzyme. The activity at pH 6 was lower than pH 7 or 8 ($p < 0.015$) and PHOS activity was lower than BG activity rates ($p = 0.0319$).
4. Discussion

4.1. Enzyme Sorption

The enzyme type, solid phase, and pH all influenced the amount of sorption. Both enzymes sorbed to all of the solid phases. The similar sorption between soil and pine biochar could be due the diameter of the biochar pores. One third of the pine biochar surface area occurred within pore spaces with an average width of 4.51 nm (Table 1), smaller than the enzymes tested in this study [25]. This result indicates that enzyme sorption depends on biochar pore size and does not merely correlate with surface area alone [17].

The relatively similar enzyme sorption onto the three solid phases (15–43%) could relate to the negative surface charges of the solid phases and enzymes. As the assay was run at pH 6–8, higher than the isoelectric point of the solid phases (Table 2), each surface had a negative charge, resulting in similar sorption capacities. This also helps to explain the relatively similar sorption onto pine biochar, despite its much larger surface area. An enzyme will sorb more to a negatively charged mineral surface when the enzyme is at its isoelectric point, and possesses no charge [24,38]. This was observed previously with a wood biochar and BG at a pH of 5, close to its isoelectric point [27]. In this experiment, the pH levels were above the isoelectric points of the enzymes to better match the initial field conditions. Above the isoelectric points for BG (4) and PHOS (5.2), both enzymes possessed negative charges [30] and, thus, similar sorption rates occurred. Surprisingly, the decrease in negative surface charge at low pH was not observed across our range of pH from 6 to 8. Another consideration is that the measured pH of the bulk solution may be higher than the pH precisely at the solid phase surface. This may explain why the lab incubation resulted in a more variable pattern, with the lowest sorption at pH 6, a finding that contradicted our prediction based on enzyme surface charge.

Though the grass biochar also possessed a negative charge, the low surface area and high hydrophobicity likely caused lower sorption rates than the soil and pine biochar. Lower temperature biochars are often more hydrophobic [29]; the grass biochar used in this study would repel hydrated amino acid sidechains (especially for BG), as previously observed with clay minerals [38]. To tease apart the exact mechanism involved in sorption, future research must consider the exact hydrogen ion concentration at the solid phase surface, and both electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions of enzymes and biochar.

4.2. Enzyme Activity

Prior research shows that depending on the environment, biochar–enzyme interactions can increase [39,40], decrease [15,18,30], or have no effect on catalytic capacity [15]. Field results depend on specific enzymes [16–18], biochar application rate [39,41], soil type [16], and indirect effects on soil physiochemical properties, such as pH of the soil solution [38], sorption of inorganic and organic chemicals [42], water retention, and pore structure [43]. By simplifying the system, this lab assay quantified the loss of over 95% of BG and 97% of PHOS activity after sorption to pine biochar. This can help to explain the decreased enzyme activities measured in our previous pine biochar agricultural field experiment [18].

The decline in enzyme activities resulted primarily from direct sorption. Simultaneously, a small amount of substrate sorption also occurred, particularly onto the pine biochar. Therefore, we do not exclude the possibility of BG substrate adsorption to the pine biochar as one mechanism for reduced activity rates, as the polar glucose substrate may readily adsorb to negatively charged solid phases. The phosphate substrate, in contrast, contains both the hydrophobic fluorescent moiety and the negative phosphate group, so the reduced phosphatase activity is likely only due to direct sorption of the enzyme. Previous laboratory incubations also revealed that biochar can sorb the reaction products of colorimetric enzyme assays [28]. Since we used a fluorometric assay, with solid phase-matched standard curves, this provided a more accurate quantification of enzyme activity with biochar. Although the standard curves for pine biochar were lower than the others, producing slightly
negative values (Table S3), each curve fit the data with an $R^2$ between 0.94 and 0.99. Since we detected fluorescence of the 4-methylumbelliferyl for the standard curve, the reduced activity on pine biochar in the final assay was not merely due to quenching of the fluorescent product. However, other factors may also have influenced enzyme activity and require further study, including the solid phase interaction with enzyme cofactors, allosteric regulators [16], and inhibiting compounds such as phenols and polyphenols [27].

As the primary mechanism for reduced activity, direct sorption of enzymes could cause either a conformational change in the enzyme active site or rotation of the active site toward the biochar surface [44]. Further physical properties of the pine biochar, such as pore size distribution, could have caused reduced enzyme activities due to the substrate diffusing into micropores too small for enzymes to access (4.51 nm, Table 1) [25]. By contrast, the grass biochar had larger mean pore size diameter (19.12 nm) that would allow more substrate diffusion and thus enzyme access and activity. The grass biochar also had a higher range of activity, with levels over 100% (Figure 3B). If the active site faced outwards and maintained its morphology, the enzymes could be stabilized and remain active. This immobilization can serve as protection for enzymes against stress on low-surface area biochar [17], and may explain why samples with low sorption rates maintained high activity (Figure 3B). We must also consider the high background interference during the Bradford assay could cause artificially low detectable sorption.

The patterns of enzyme efficiency at different pH levels did not follow our predictions of higher sorption and, thus, low activity at lower pH levels. The pattern of lower BG efficiency at higher pH likely relates to increasing distance from the enzyme optimal pH (Figure 2B, Table 2). With PHOS, the increase of activity rate with higher pH matches the increase in substrate degraded by the free enzyme (Table S3), which may be a simple outcome of heterogeneity between the small amounts of solid phase used in each well for the assay. To delve further into this question, the surface functional groups of distinct biochars require in-depth characterization.

This lab assay explicitly tested if the high surface area pine biochar sorbed enzymes more readily than the other solid phases, finding that this sorption to pine biochar did impact enzyme activity. The observed decrease in activity corroborates patterns observed with biochar priming native soil organic matter: less priming occurs with additions of high temperature wood biochar, and higher C mineralization of native soil organic matter occurs with low temperature grass biochar [45]. With the complexity of these enzyme–solid phase interactions, the exact conditions of the laboratory assay require careful consideration when predicting field responses. This experiment highlights how biochar physical properties interact with specific enzymes to alter activity rates.

5. Conclusions

The decreased activity of pine biochar-immobilized enzymes explains previous in situ findings of reduced BG and PHOS activities in an amended agricultural soil. This lab experiment found that exposure to high pyrolysis temperature pine biochar reduced the activity of BG and PHOS enzymes by over 95% relative to soil. To our knowledge, the activity level of enzymes directly sorbed onto biochar surfaces has never before been tested. The enzyme interaction with the pine biochar differed from the low-temperature grass biochar, in agreement with previous research that biochar type, as well as specific enzyme, affects the amount of sorption and activity rates. Comparing two biochars, our results suggest that surface area and pore size distribution are key indicators of potential biochar–enzyme interactions. This experiment explicitly tested the enzyme activity levels after sorption, rather than enzymes or substrate exposed to biochar; thus, it provides one explanation for the negative priming of native organic matter observed after wood biochar addition.
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